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What motivated JackTar in the American Revolution? An examination of
American sailors both on ships and as prisoners of war demonstrates that the
seamen who served aboard American vessels during the revolution fit neither
a romanticized notion of class consciousness nor the ideal of a patriot minute
man gone to sea to defend a new nation.' While a sailor could express ideas
about liberty and nationalism that matched George Washington and Ben
Franklin in zeal and commitment, a mixxture of concerns and loyalties often
interceded. For many sailors the issue was seldom simply a question of loyalty
and liberty. Some men shifted their position to suit the situation; others ex-
pressed a variety of motives almost simultaneously. Sailors could have stronger
attachments to shipmates or to a hometown, than to ideas or to a country.
They might also have mercenary motives. Most just struggled to survive in a
tumultuous age of revolution and change. Jack Tar, it turns out, had his own
agenda, which might hold steadfast amid the most turbulent gale, or alter
course following the slightest shift of a breeze.2

In tracing the sailor's path in these varying winds we will find that seamen
do not quite fit the mold cast by Jesse Lemisch in his path breaking essays on
the "inarticulate" Jack Tar in the American Revolution. Lemisch argued that
the sailor had a concern for "liberty and right" that led to a "complex aware-
ness that certain values larger than himself exist and that he is the victim not
only of cruelty and hardship but also, in the light of those values, of injus-
tice."3 Instead, we will discover that sailors had much in common with their
land based brethren described by the new military historians. These scholars
have de-emphasized the role of ideology in the day to day experience of the
men who filled the ranks of the military during the Revolutionary War. A few
soldiers served in the army convinced of the justice of the cause. But as the war
dragged on, poverty, an enlistment bonus, and the opportunity to take booty
from the enemy, played a greater role in filling the manpower needs of the
Continental Line. On the battlefield loyalty to ones comrades in arms, and to
ones officers, as well as the threat of punishment, convinced men to stand and
fight.4

This essay comes to similar conclusions about common seamen, while
striving to understand the peculiar circumstances of the sailors' experiences.
In a time of revolution and upheaval, during a conflict in which loyalty meant
different things to different people, and when the definition of a new nation
was just coming into focus, it should come as no surprise that a heterogeneous
body of seafarers might decide to support either side depending on the cir-
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cumstances. But my purpose is not to set up a dichotomy between patriotism
and personal interest; it is to explore the conflicting impulses that swirled
simultaneously inside the sailor's head. These varied motives suggest that we
should be careful in burdening the concept of -a sailor's liberty too quickly
with largely republican values. Rather, we need to focus on the sailor's imme-
diate, often practical, definition-a moment of personal license and freedom
of restraint.

To gain insight into this liberty and the sailor's ambiguous patriotism I
will try to identify some of the men who served the American cause at sea,
exploring how this identity affected loyalty and patriotism. I will also examine
the variety of reasons for signing aboard American vessels of war, and I will
follow the career patterns of a few sailors to offer further insight into their
choices. Having looked at the American sailor aboard ship, I will then concen-
trate on the prisoner of war-experience as it concerned defecting to the enemy,
escaping, and self-organization within the prison to help us understand what
loyalty and liberty meant for the American sailor.

I
Determining the identity of sailors and the reasons for serving aboard

American ships is not easy. Thousands of men sailed under the American flag
during the war and each came from his own particular background and had
his own special reasons. There was no single Jack Tar. Almost any male in the
American colonies might serve a stint aboard an ocean going vessel.5 The sea
was an integral part of American life, and most Americans in the 1770s lived
within a few score miles of salt water. The Revolutionary War, with opportu-
nities for a quick strike at becoming rich as a privateer, brought landsmen who
had never sailed before to the deep sea. But many of the men who fought at
sea during the revolution had moved in and out of maritime occupations
throughout their lives. Sometimes they farmed or worked a trade; other times
they sailed aboard ships. After the war they either shifted between the ranks of
sailors and landsmen, or broke the cycle and established themselves perma-
nently ashore. Some men remained wedded to the sea all their lives, although
as they got older they might stay closer to home by working in coastal trade or
as fishermen. A select few found life aboard ship as a means of advancement,
working their way to become officers and men of property. The forecastle and
gun deck of any ship was thus crowded with all sorts of men who had a wide
range of experiences and ambitions.6

The varied nature of the men who served on privateers or in the state and
Continental navies affects the written record of their experience. Over thirty-
five extended first person accounts exist written by sailors of the revolutionary
war. About half were penned by men who were either officers, or, became
officers or sea captains later in life.7 Most of the rest were produced by men
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who left the sea for other careers after the revolution.8 Only a handful of the
authors can be identified as men who eked out a living from the ocean for the
rest of their lives.9 In short, the most inarticulate group among the inarticulate
seamen remain almost without a voice.

Even the accounts that we do have cannot be fully trusted.'0 Only a few of
these are diaries or journals.'1 The rest tend to be the productions of old men,
looking back from the democratic high tide of Jacksonian America in an ef-
fort to legitimize their own part in the larger script in the story of the triumph
of the common man.'2 Recognizing these shortcomings, and handling these
accounts with some sensitivity, we can piece together elements of the diverse
experience of American seamen during the revolution. Thus Ebenezer Fox's
memoir reveals that naval service formed only one phase of his life. Growing
up poor in Roxbury, a stone's throw from the sea, he had been bound out at
age seven to a local farmer. When he was twelve, in 1775, he ran away to
Providence and served as a cabin boy on two voyages. With four dollars in his
pocket he returned home and apprenticed to a barber and wig maker in Bos-
ton. During the spring of 1780, when business slowed because of the war, he
and his master agreed that he should try his luck on the Massachusetts ship,
the Protector, with the two of them splitting the profits. When Fox returned
from this adventure he completed his apprenticeship, set up his own shop and
eventually became a storekeeper.13 Likewise, the tale of John Blatchford, pub-
lished shortly after the end of the war when he was reportedly "a poor man,
with a wife and two children" employed in fishing and coasting, reflects the
life of a more professional salt. Blatchford had a wild revolutionary career that
included service under at least six different flags. On one level, his yarn ap-
pears unbelievable. Yet while we might question some of the detail, the out-
line of the story represents the many difficult choices a sailor could face in
world confined by hard discipline and few options. 14 And the anxiety packed
diary of William Widger, while standing for the kind of account a future sea
captain might leave, also provides insight into the daily concerns of seamen
during the revolution.15

Although individuals in these groups had their own interests and con-
cerns that affected loyalty and outlook, we might venture some generaliza-
tions. Many sailors saw their time at sea as a temporary aberration in what
would have been a normal routine on shore. While others viewed life at sea as
perennial, and were more used to experiences that vacillated between con-
straints at sea and liberty ashore. These men often looked at both the landlub-
ber and the officer with a mixture of envy, hostility, and respect. Sailors work-
ing their way to a command, usually considered their fellow tars as men with-
out restraint who somehow had to be watched and controlled. But at any
given moment the boundaries between these men in the forecastle blurred
and remained vague.
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Region, race, ethnicity, and even nationality added to the complexity of
the makeup of crews aboard American warships during the Revolution. Sail-
ors came from all over the new United States and included blacks as well as
whites. James Forten, who later became an important black leader in Philadel-
phia, served as a powder boy aboard a privateer. 16 Many an 'old country man"-
someone born in England-sailed on American ships. Thomas Haley began
the war in the service of Lord Dunmore, the royal governor of Virginia. Cap-
tured on a vessel owned by Dunmore and brought to Philadelphia, Haley
incurred "several obligations"-probably debts to an innkeeper-and signed
aboard the Lexington. But when the British took the Lexington, he willingly
sought to join the royal navy.)7 American warships also had great ethnic diver-
sity.'8 Even a New England privateer largely recruited from one locality or
colony might contain some foreign hands. The crew list of the Harlequin,
taken by the British in 1780, shows all but a handful of the 87 men and boys
came from Massachusetts. Yet the crew also had six Europeans who had been
previously on an English merchantman: three Germans, one Swede, one Dane,
and one Portuguese.'9

Vessels fitted out in Europe often had crews with higher proportions of
non-Americans. Benjamin Franklin commissioned the notorious Black Prince
in 1779. Almost the entire crew of this cutter came from the Emerald Isle. On
its first voyage it had an American as a sham captain, but the owners aban-
doned this pretense in the wake of its spectacular success.20 When the British
took the Alexander, a letter or marque carrying American papers, they found
only three Americans on board. The rest were chiefly from Spain, France, and
the Netherlands. 2'

The identity of Jack Tar therefore was heterogeneous. No single stereo-
type or characterization holds true in all cases. The color of the skin, the ac-
cent of his speech, and the ideas in his head defy our generalizations. However
we describe the common sailor, we must always remember that exceptions
abound. The implications of this variety were profound.

The polyglot makeup of American crews created real problems. The frig-
ate Alliance, under the command of French-born Pierre Landais, faced a crisis
on a cruise from Boston to France when the seventy or eighty British members
of the crew plotted to seize the vessel and carry her into an English port.22

John Paul Jones confronted similar difficulties. On his renowned "mad cruise"
that culminated with the battle with the Serapis, some of the British sailors on
his ship slipped away and escaped to their homeland. In a calm off the Irish
coast, a group of Irish sailors cut loose a barge towing the Bon Homme Richard
and successfully reached shore. Another desertion occurred immediately after
the battle off Flamborough Head. Eight or ten Englishmen stole a boat from
the Serapis and sailed away with it, landing at Scarborough. 23
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The variety of nationalities aboard ships often led to ethnic conflict and
mixed loyalties. The frigate South Carolina, sailing under the flag of its name-
sake state, had Americans, Frenchmen and others on her European cruise in
1781. On at least two occasions the rampant discontent aboard the vessel
swelled into mutiny. In August 1781, French and Englishmen joined to take
over the ship while in a Dutch port. During the ensuing melee one French-
man had his arm badly cut and other seamen were wounded before the muti-
neers submitted to the officers. While off the coast of Spain two months later,
officers one night awakened the Americans in the crew, armed them and told
them to prepare for action "for the Frenchmen were about to force them away
from the ship." Again the mutiny was quelled.24

Although James Forten turned down the patronage of an English captain
after his capture, and thereby guaranteed himself a berth in a prison ship, the
loyalty of many other African Americans took a different tack. At Mill Prison
in April 1778, whites accused two blacks of being informants for the British
and inflicted three dozen lashes on one of the suspects. Racial tension, which
otherwise went unnoticed by the British, must have increased thereafter be-
cause two days later they segregated all of the black prisoners into their own
building. 25 Many other African Americans pursued their liberty by joining the
British. Moses Johnson ran away from his Virginia master after Lord Dunmore's
proclamation offering freedom to all slaves who fought for the King. Unfortu-
nately for Johnson, Americans captured him on a British privateer, took him
to New Jersey, and sold him into slavery. 26

More than the varied and international composition of crews compli-
cated the issue of loyalty; sailors felt strong attachments to shipmates and to
hometowns. While on rare occasions these bonds interfered with the prosecu-
tion of the war, most of the time they merely preoccupied individual tars with
immediate feelings of personal loyalty that obscured the larger questions of
nation and the cause of America independence.

Conflicting personal allegiances plagued John Paul Jones. The crew of the
Ranger objected to Jones' raid on the English coast in 1778 and expressed
outrage when Jones arrested the Ranger's first lieutenant, Thomas Simpson,
after returning to France. These sons of New England had signed the sloop's
articles largely on Simpson's account, "knowing him to be a Gentleman of
honour, Worthey and capeable of his Officeships." They viewed Simpson as a
"Faithfull, true and Fatherly Officer," and saw Jones as "ungratefull,
"Deceitfull," and "Arbitrary."27 Personal attachment to captain and crew lost
John Paul Jones command of the Alliance only months after his triumph over
the Serapis. The remnants of Jones' crew had been assigned to the Alliance
which came under Jones' direct command. Since the men from the Bon Homme
Richard claimed that not only had the Alliance not aided them in the battle
with the Serapis, but had actually raked the Bon Homme Richard with broad-
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sides during the engagement, there was little love lost between the two crews.
Animosity intensified, fights broke out; and ultimately Captain Pierre Landais,
the Alliance's previous commander and Jones' rival, stole the ship with the
help of the original crew.28

Loyalty to hometowns often transcended nation or state. As soon as a
sailor first entered the yard at Mill Prison fellow townsmen, eager for local
news, quickly brought him under their protective wing. Visitors to prisons
sought those men from their own local community and then treated them to
beer and conversations of home.2 9 Caleb Foot's letters from prison, full of
personal lamentations to his wife, obviously penned them for a larger audi-
ence. Almost every letter included a list of Salemites who wished to be remem-
bered to their relations. 30 The margins and ends of letters from American pris-
oners were often crammed with the names of neighbors wishing their families
well.31 William Widger filled his diary with the names and birth places of
recent arrivals in Mill Prison. He even copied a roster of Marblehead boys at
Forton Prison. Widger also recorded a dream that transported him back to the
waterfront of his beloved Marblehead. 32 Considering the varied nationality of
sailors and their mix of allegiances, loyalty was a complicated issue, taking
many twists and turns, including several layers of often contradictory obliga-
tions.

Part of the explanation for this confused loyalty among American sailors
is to be found in the reasons for their joining ships. Many sailors were not
particularly patriotic. The war devastated shipping and fishing. Other occu-
pations also experienced curtailed opportunities. Serving aboard a privateer,
or even in the regular navy, offered the sailor and the landsman the chance not
only to earn a living, but also possibly to gain a small fortune.33

Self aggrandizement created problems and led to complaints of the "Ra-
pacity of the Crews in Stripping the prizes of every Little thing they Could
Lay their hands upon," including personal possessions that should have been
off limits.34 Wen Ebenezer Fox left his Boston apprenticeship, neither he nor
his master were thinking about liberty and the cause of American freedom.
They both wanted the prize money from a successful cruise.35 Thomas Andros,
who later became a minister of the gospel, claimed in his memoirs in the
1 830s that as a seventeen year old Connecticut boy he "had a full conviction
at the time, that the Revolutionary cause was just." Such an assertion by an
old man a half century later may or may not be trusted. More honest, surpris-
ing, and reflecting a sense of Calvinist self-depravation, is Andros' confession
that he was "among these deluded and infatuated youth" who, after the arrival
of a rich prize in New London in the summer of 1781, "flocked on board our
armed ships, fancying the same success would attend their adventures." 36

Recruiters worked every angle and combined patriotism with other ap-
peals. A song early in the war addressed to the "JOLLY TARS" who are fight-
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ing for the RIGHTS and LIBERTIES of AMERICA," urged sailors to "make
your Fortunes now, my Lads, before its too late, Defend, defend, I say defend
an Independent State."i37 Parading the streets carrying a flag and attended by a
band playing martial music, a later recruiter talked of the "zeal for the cause of
liberty." He also sang a tune to attract apprentices by denigrating masters and
offering adventure and opportunity:

All you that have bad masters
And cannot get your due:
Come, come, my brave boys,
And join with our ship's crew. 38

Andrew Sherburne reported that in Boston in 1781 a "jolly tar" was even
more direct in promising monetary reward. The wily sailor accosted the fif-
teen year old Sherburne with "Ha shipmate, don't you wish to take a short
cruise in a fine schooner and make your fortune?" Sherburne already had the
look of a sailor as he had been to sea for two years and had signed aboard
another privateer. Still, knowing that his own vessel would not be ready to sail
for a few more months, he agreed to go with the "jolly tar," hoping to take
part in the seizure of a few prizes and return before the other vessel was to put
out to sea.39 Patriotism could sometimes serve as a thin veneer for less lofty
motives.

Manpower was a key to success in naval warfare and even small privateer
sloops would pack a hundred men or more to swoop down, board, and over-
whelm a merchantman. Since recruiters always had difficulty obtaining a full
crew, they used any method that might add a few men. Sherburne's captain,
still shorthanded when he set sail, coasted down to Maine stopping at each
town and provided free food and drink to local menfolk in the hope of signing
intoxicated sailors.40 Rendezvous houses-places where a ship would officially
recruit men and have the sailors put their names or marks to a contract-were
taverns. Recruiters offered drink and promised an advance to men who signed
up for a cruise. Some men had little choice in the matter, having run up a debt
to a bartender or boarding house keeper that could only be squared by the
signing of the articles of a ship selected by the supposed patron. Men even sold
their future shares of prizes before the cruise to obtain a larger advance. Offi-
cials also used more coercive measures like release from goal, and a few cap-
tains occasionally relied on impressment. "41

The forces under the control of the Continental Congress, the state navies,
and the privateers competed for men. Privateers, however, paid as much as
one hundred dollar advances, and had the edge in this contest. Both the army
and the navy suffered losses. Joshua Gott began the war by joining the army
during the siege of Boston in 1775. Sent to New York in March 1776, he
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stayed with the Continental forces through several defeats, but returned to
New England in February 1777. For the rest of the war he signed aboard a
variety of vessels, including the Boston frigate and a host of privateers and
merchantmen. After one cruise he collected £ 231 in prize money.42 As Ben-
jamin Rush explained to Richard Henry Lee, "many of the continental troops
now in our service, pant for the expiration of their enlistments, in order that
they may partake of the spoils of the West Indies." Others did not wait for the
end of their enlistment. Repeatedly Continental officers searched privateers to
reclaim deserters, and at times officials refused to allow privateers to sail until
Continental ships were outfitted.43

Sailors in Europe had few options other than signing aboard another war-
ship. Many seamen found themselves returned to Mill or Forton Prison only
months after having left its confines when recaptured from a new vessel. In
later years these men explained their willingness to join John Paul Jones or
some privateer as an effort to seek revenge or even as an expression of their
patriotism. The fact that they were penniless, in a foreign country and unable
to speak the language, and had no way of getting home probably best explains
their choice.44 Some sailors did not care what country they sailed for and
eagerly signed aboard vessels of countries allied with the United States. A few
American prisoners of war who escaped went to the nearest port and joined
British privateers. Joseph Myrick was born in Nantucket and had served in the
Black Prince, the American privateer manned largely by Irishmen out of
Dunkerque. In June of 1780 he captained an American crew on a French
privateer. Captured by the British in September 1780, he volunteered for His
Majesty's navy a year later.45

Loyalty could thus be a clouded and confused issue for common seamen.
British sailors joined American crews even though they could be executed for
treason if they fell into the King's hands. Englishman Charles White feared
being hanged when he was captured aboard an American privateer. As soon as
his captain ordered the colors lowered, White turned to his shipmates and had
them take a razor and mutilate his cheek to obscure the brand the British navy
had earlier placed there for desertion. He passed as a wounded American, and
was later exchanged. 46

Other sailors switched sides several times. William Lamb bounced in and
out of the royal navy. Andrew Sherburne met him on the privateer Ranger in
1779 when the Americans took Lamb from a captured British ship and as-
signed him to duty. When the Ranger surrendered to a British warship, Lamb
was pressed into the navy. Two years later, Sherburne ran into Lamb again in a
holding vessel in England. By that time Lamb had run away and been re-
impressed repeatedly. 47 The British captured Jonathan Deakens on an Ameri-
can vessel on July 26, 1782. Taken to London, he escaped only to sign aboard
a British merchantman bound for the West Indies. A leak forced the vessel to
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put in to Ireland where a press gang snatched Deakens. After serving several
months on board his majesty's ships, and as the war was winding down, Deakens
applied to the captain to become a prisoner of war and was sent to Mill Prison.48

John Blatchford's narrative is perhaps one of the most fantastic stories
related by an American seaman of the Revolution, but it illustrates how by
compulsion, circumstance, and some choice, Jack Tar could serve many flags.
Captured in 1777 when he was a fifteen year old cabin boy aboard the Conti-
nental ship Hancock, the British pressed him into their navy. After several
attempts at escape, Blatchford found himself on board an East-Indiaman along
with 81 other Americans. Arriving at Sumatra in 1780, the Americans were
sent ashore and drafted into the British army. Blatchford and two friends proved
recalcitrant, and as punishment they were ordered to work in the "pepper
gardens." The three friends ran off together, but the British recaptured them,
gave the younger two 800 lashes and executed the eldest. At the end of their
convalescence, the two Americans made a desperate escape through the Sumatra
wilderness, during which Blatchford's companion died and a half-naked na-
tive woman rescued him. Blatchford shipped aboard a Dutch vessel in the
China Sea until he could join a Spanish ship headed for South America. Dam-
aged by British cruisers off the Cape of Good Hope, the Spanish ship limped
into Brazil where it was condemned. Signing aboard a Portuguese snow,
Blatchford got to St. Helena where, perhaps wiser through experience, he earned
his keep as a soldier in the British garrison. Amazingly, the Princess Royal, the
East-Indiaman in which he had gone to Sumatra, arrived. Since the captain
was shorthanded he made Blatchford boatswain for the last leg of the trip
back to England.

The odyssey, and the serving of different nations, was not yet over. Avoid-
ing impressment in London because he was a petty officer, Blatchford signed
onto a storeship sailing to Antigua. From there he escaped to a French island
and got work on a French brigantine bound for Philadelphia. The British
captured this vessel, but the war was almost over. After a week on the Jersey in
New York harbor, he was exchanged as a French sailor and sent to France. At
L'Orient he joined an American privateer from Beverly. (He even knew some
of the crew.) When the short and successful cruise was over, Blatchford found
himself stranded in France at war's end. He eventually worked his way back to
Massachusetts after a six year absence. 49

It is hard to determine what Blatchford believed about the American Revo-
lution by the end of the war. He had been cast about like so much flotsam and
jetsam. Survival was his biggest goal. As he put it when first placed aboard the
East Indiaman, "I now found my destiny was fixed-that whatever I could
do, would not in the least alter my situation, and therefore was determined to
do the best I could, and make myself as contented as my unfortunate situation
would admit."50 Blatchford's was an exceptional tale-and who knows how
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much of it was just a great yarn spun for posterity. But its elements ring true
for the experience of many sailors and outlines the irregular course allegiance
could take.

While consideration of the struggles of John Blatchford, the international
flavor of American crews, the mixture of loyalties of American sailors, the
varied reasons for serving aboard American ships, and the methods of recruit-
ing do not preclude an ideological commitment, they suggest that any discus-
sion of ideas about class consciousness, liberty and, a sense of patriotism for
the young United States as emerging from the bottom up needs to be carefully
qualified.

II
Further insight into the ambiguous loyalty of sailors can be gleaned from

their experience as prisoners of war.51 Scholars have not documented the exact
numbers of American seamen captured by the British during the Revolution-
ary War. Perhaps as many as ten thousand men died aboard the prison ships in
New York harbor with many others surviving that ordeal. The British held
about three thousand at one time or another in England, and kept scattered
hundreds throughout the Atlantic world from Canada to the West Indies.52 In
the process these men had their beliefs, their loyalty, and their lives tested. I
will use the laboratory of prison experience, as Jesse Lemisch called it, to re-
examine three key areas of conduct and consciousness: desertion to the en-
emy, escape, and prisoner self-organization. 5 3

Desertion-the willingness to defect to the enemy-is central to our un-
derstanding of the loyalty and mentality of the common sailor. John Blatchford
was coerced to defect, resisted, paid a heavy price, and eventually became
willing to serve any master so long as he could survive and get home. To some
extent all Americans captured during the Revolutionary War faced a similar
dilemma. The failure of more sailors to come to the same conclusion as poor
Blatchford is an argument in support of the idea that American tars were
committed to the cause of liberty. Closer examination of the issue of desertion
suggests that this argument is not as conclusive as it first appears.54

One out of every eight prisoners in England at one time or another peti-
tioned for a royal pardon to join either his majesty's navy or serve the king in
some other capacity. What does this statistic mean for the issue of loyalty for
Jack Tars? Were these men disloyal to the American cause? Were they mostly
"old countrymen"-born in the British Isles-as some prisoners suggested?
Were these sailors merely "citizens of the world" ready to sail under any flag?

Unfortunately there cannot be any definitive answers to these questions.
These men were not always disloyal. A few tars had little choice in the matter.
Some men volunteered, or so they claimed, with the intention of getting a
better opportunity to escape. Samuel Knapp of Salem entered the royal navy
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in 1780 after one and a half years in prison, only to run from his ship and
escape to France.55 Ebenezer Fox, held aboard the Jersey prison ship, said that
he joined the British army with the promise that he would be stationed in the
West Indies away from the fighting with American troops, and in the hope
that he could make good his escape.56 Although later statements about their
rationale for serving the king cannot be entirely trusted, their desertion to the
enemy cannot easily be labeled either a sign of disloyalty or loyalty.

We know the nationality of only about one third of the men who joined
the British from prisons in England. Of that number, seventy percent (91 of
130) were American born, while slightly over one quarter (36 of 130, or 27.6%)
of the "volunteers" were from the British Isles. These percentages differ from
the overall proportions within the prison population: Americans were approxi-
mately 90% of the total number of prisoners.5 7 This difference is not enough
to substantiate claims that most or even half of the volunteers were "old coun-
trymen." Nativity also does not equate to commitment to one side or another.
There were loyalists in North America who traced their lineage to the earliest
settlements in Virginia and Plymouth. There were "old countrymen" like Tho-
mas Paine, who spoke virulently for revolution and independence. 58

Many "volunteers" fit neither of these extremes. Their reasons for defect-
ing to the British had less to do with questions of allegiance and more to do
with an attitude toward the world. Not every seaman conformed to a pattern
that emphasized survival over ideology. But it is important to remember that
a sailor's life was often confined and under regulation whether crowded into a
forecastle of a merchantman, or restricted to the narrow limits of his ham-
mock on a gundeck brimming with the humanity of a warship, or bound by
the walls of Forton and Mill Prison. The British navy provided an alternative.
A sailor anxious for some movement and bored with his daily grind, might
sign on with the royal navy in the belief that it offered a marginally better life
and maybe a change of scenery.

If the loyalty of those who left prison to "volunteer" with the British re-
mains ambiguous, the commitment and allegiance of those who stayed be-
hind was equally unclear. After a group of volunteers left Mill Prison for the
British navy in December 1778, a petition asserting loyalty to Congress and
opposition to enlisting with the British, gathered less than half the signatures
of the remaining prisoners.59 Even for those not proclaiming their patriotism,
there were good reasons not to join the royal navy. A British official reported
that harsh treatment from fellow prisoners prevented men from entering the
king's service.60 Sailors did not need discouragement from their comrades since
every tar knew that living conditions aboard his majesty's ships could be abys-
mal. Although the mortality aboard the prison hulks of New York harbor was
very high, the death rate in English prisons was lower than in the British
navy.61 The food in British service, while greater in quantity than the prisoner's
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fare, was often little better in quality. Overcrowding and strict discipline made
life difficult aboard his majesty's ships. If a sailor could not control the direc-
tion of his own life as a prisoner of war, the tar was equally powerless aboard a
royal warship. At the whim of the admiralty he might be whisked off to the
frigid waters and storms of the North Atlantic, or the pestilence and swelter-
ing conditions of the West Indies or Africa.62 Anglo Americans on both sides
of the Atlantic shared a long tradition of avoiding service in the navy that
included anti-impressment riots. Sailors therefore shunned the royal navy, es-
pecially if there was hope for another way out.63

For the common sailor that hope lay in an exchange of prisoners. Al-
though the Continental government organized few regular cartels in North
America, local and state arrangements occurred intermittently.64 In Europe
negotiations dragged on for years. Rumors of exchange constantly passed
through the prisons, and despite delays in implementation, the chance for an
exchange kept many tars from petitioning the king to join his navy. A rumor
of a cartel, heard aboard a British warship, convinced Caleb Foot, who appar-
ently was serving as a British sailor, to change his status to a prisoner of war. So
optimistic was Foot about the opportunity for exchange that he ecstatically
proclaimed that leaving the warship and entering Forton Prison "was like com-
ing out of Hell and going into Paradise." Although Foot tended toward hyper-
bole, his hopes for exchange echoed other prison commentators. Unfortu-
nately for them, cartels did not become regular in England until the war was
almost over.65

Another avenue of exit from the prisons was escape. In North America
escape was difficult. Some men managed to break out of the prison ships in
New York harbor, and there were escapes from Halifax, Charleston, the West
Indies and elsewhere.66 But these efforts pale in comparison to the experience
of the men in England. Year after year, hundreds of sailors slipped over, under,
and through the walls of Mill and Forton Prisons. British officials were besides
themselves with their inability to control this epidemic. During some periods,
escapes from Forton Prison, whose record was worse than Mill, occurred al-
most every other day. Any understanding of the conflicted sense of loyalty and
desire for liberty of Jack Tars needs to take into account the escaping sailors of
the Revolution. The diaries, reminiscences, and even the British records are so
often punctuated with reports of tunneling, massive breakouts, persistent and
sometimes spectacular deceptions, that it is easy to suppose that the escapes
are a testament to Yankee ingenuity and to the commitment to the cause of
independence. 67 As in the case of desertion, however, this issue is complex and
the motives perplexing.

To understand the relationship between escaping from prison and the
sailor's mentality, we need to examine the general context of escaping within
warfare in this period and within the Atlantic maritime culture. Having estab-
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lished this background we can then turn to who escaped from English prisons
and what was their motivation.

The idea of escape was neither new nor novel to sailors. Throughout the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries seamen jumped ship-as well as aban-
doned wives and lovers-for a large variety of reasons. Sailors ran away for the
attractions of a brief stay ashore, higher wages elsewhere, and to escape a harsh
captain or miserable conditions aboard ship. It mattered little to Jack if he
were leaving a warship, a merchantman, a whaler, or a fishing vessel. There
could also be reasons for sailors to run away to sea, ranging from the unfaith-
fulness of a wife to wander lust.68

Nor were escapes unique to American prisoners of war. British soldiers
and sailors escaped from their American captors in droves to fight in the Con-
tinental army, or to return to the British lines. Others settled in the country-
side, while some escaped to sign aboard American or British privateers. The
French were also great escape artists. During their protracted contests with
Great Britain from 1756 to 1815 tens of thousands of Frenchmen were cap-
tured. They, like the Americans, tunneled, broke out en masse, and had some
fantastic escapes.69

Despite these similarities, American sailor prisoners of war confronted
some unusual circumstances. Exchanges were delayed since the English charged
American seamen taken to Great Britain with treason and piracy. In the eigh-
teenth century belligerents ordinarily quickly drew up an agreement to facili-
tate exchange. When France, Spain, and Holland joined the United States in
its war for independence each government had its own agreement for cartels
and thousands of captured men were shuttled between the warring parties.
With the expectation of speedy return to ones own country a French, Spanish,
or Dutch sailor had little cause to put himself at risk by running away from
prison. That some men did so suggests that prisons were poorly guarded.70

Americans, on the other hand, had every reason to try to escape when the
chances for a cartel looked bleak.

The different treatment of American and allied officers also helps to ex-
plain the many American escapes. Rules of war usually dictated a parole for
any officer who pledged his honor to remain within a district specified in his
enemy's territory and swore not to take up arms until exchanged according to
convention rules. Since the British considered American officers pirates and
traitors they threw them into prison with their men. Initially they even shared
quarters with common seamen. Officers vehemently objected to this equality
of condition and petitioned successfully for separate facilities with their own
fireplace, locked doors at night to protect their possessions, and privies.7"

There were also distinctions between officers and enlisted men when it
came to escaping prison. The records are far from complete, but they provide
a clear picture; successful escape was largely for and by officers. Nathaniel
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Fanning proudly proclaimed that of the 367 officers held in Forten Prison the
year that he was there, 138 made their escape to France.72 Timothy Connor
lists almost as many officers as enlisted men among the escapees recounted in
his journal.73 The numbers in the list of prisoners of war held in England
compiled in the twentieth century differ from these calculations, but the mes-
sage was similar. Over half those listed as captains, more than a third of the
subaltern officers, and approximately a fifth of the petty officers successfully
escaped. Only a little less than 5% of the seamen did so.

Escapes of Prisoners of War in England
Rank Captains Subalterns Petty Officers Seamen

Total in Prison 54 127 86 2235
Successful Escapes 30 43 19 108

Source: Karninkow and Kaminkow, eds., Mariners of the American Revolution.74

The inegalitarian nature of prison escape was noticed at the time. Caleb
Foot wrote to his wife in August 1780 asking "But what can I say or what can
I do to get my liberty? It is impossible for one without the help of some friend.
It is almost impossible for a man to make his escape from this [place] without
the help of money." 75 Charles Herbert knew from hard experience that Foot
was right. Herbert had escaped with over one hundred others through a tun-
nel on a cold December night and wandered around the wintery countryside
only to be quickly recaptured. Herbert lamented that "Our officers that have
made their escape so many times lately, may thank good friends and their
money for getting off; but a poor foremast hand, with no friends, and no
money in his pocket, would stand but a poor chance to get off, if he was
without the walls."76 The English recognized the need for money to escape as
well. One anonymous letter to the admiralty complained of the frequent es-
capes from Forton Prison and declared "you may Depend that those who can
get money will not long remain Prisoners."77 The cost for escaping varied, but
was generally out of the reach of the common sailor. Samuel Cutler, who had
been a clerk aboard a privateer, spent over £38 to escape and to obtain passage
to America.78 Nathaniel Harrington, Jr., a ship's surgeon, paid only half a
guinea (about 10 shillings) to escape Forton in 1780. But it cost him at least
another five guineas (about £ 5) to get to France, where he had to borrow
another £ 5 before signing aboard a new vessel.79

Both officers and common seamen had many reasons for running the
gauntlet and risking punishment by trying to escape. Loyalty and patriotism
did play some role in the minds of many escapees, especially the officers. How-
ever, there probably was also a strong desire to get back to business-not only
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of fighting the war, but also the business of making money in the war. Some-
how the financial loss of being captured and the expense of the escape had to
be recovered. Most escapees signed aboard privateers and warships soon after
reaching France.80

For many sailors the reason for escape was even less lofty and long term. A
number of escapees, men who scratched away to dig tunnels for weeks or who
merely arranged things with a corrupt official, breaking out meant only a brief
bout of liberty. Like sailors on shore leave they would get drunk, have sex, and
then be back a day or two later to their berths in prison. Carpenter John Long
saw Drury Lathing, an American prisoner, in a bar outside Fortods walls "with
a young Woman drinking together" in September 1781. He does not describe
the entire transaction between the two, but we can well guess what was in-
tended.8 ' This type of liaison occurred repeatedly. One prisoner, Thomas Kinsey,
escaped Forton at least sixteen times. No sooner would he be returned to close
confinement in the infamous black hole reserved for recaptured escapees, than
he would break out again. Either he was very unlucky, or he was in dose
collusion with his keepers. British bureaucrats, who paid a small fortune as a
reward for his recaptures, seemed to think he was getting help.82

The special conditions of imprisoned Americans created a peculiar situa-
tion that was easy to take advantage of by shrewd tars and prison officials.
Since the Americans were committed to prison for the capital offenses of trea-
son and piracy, parliament and the admiralty set a reward of E 5 for the recap-
ture of any escapee. The reward for other prisoners of war was ten shillings.83

The lower level bureaucrats, especially those at Forton, appear to have been
very corrupt. One British officer complained that the clerk at Forton Prison,
who had no independent means "lives like a Gentleman and keeps his horse"
on a meager salary that was obviously augmented by illicit means.84 When
Long interfered with the clerk's arrangement with the young woman and the
prisoner Drury Lathing, the irate clerk promised that Long would soon find
himself aboard a British warship. The very next day a press gang arrived at the
construction site where Long was working to drag him off to a fate many
viewed worse than prison. The army guard at the prison rescued Long, but the
constant escaping and recapturing continued until officials reduced the £ 5
reward to normal levels.85

The records do not make dear how many of the prisoners were "five pound-
ers" who escaped merely to split the reward, and how many had other mo-
tives. By 1780 and 1781, British officials believed that the majority of escapes
fit the five pounder category. The quick capture and return of most escapees
suggests that the British officials were correct and that a large number of "fore-
mast hands" who had not enough money to buy their way out of England,
seized the opportunity for a spree.86
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We should not taint every escaping sailor with the stereotype of the jolly
tar out on a prearranged "liberty." Some sailors, like the Israel Potter immor-
talized by Herman Melville, escaped only to melt into the English popula-
tion.87 At least two escapees made it to Portsmouth to sign aboard British
privateers. A few managed to sign aboard English merchantmen as common
seamen. Press gangs picked up less fortunate tars who were either on their way
out of the country or in a tavern. Others bought passage or stole boats to get
across the channel.88 Motivation for escaping, as it was for defecting, was there-
fore very mixed.

The coordination necessary for many of the escape attempts, at least those
by others than the "five pounders," focuses our attention on the third key area
of the prisoner of war experience that helps us to understand the sailors in the
American Revolution-prisoner self government. Like desertion and escap-
ing, the organizational efforts of American prisoners also needs to be placed in
a larger context. British soldiers and sailors held in America petitioned for a
redress of grievances several times, and on at least one occasion drew up a pact
vowing to abide by mutual parole.89 Even more disciplined were the French
prisoners of the 1790s and early 1800s. These men established their own courts
of law, and, despite republican principles, set up an elaborate caste system
differentiating groups of prisoners.90

Little is known about the exact nature of the American self government in
the prisons during the Revolutionary War. Aboard ships like the Jersey there
was some form of organization in which officers took a leading role. In the
rules drawn up by the prisoners late in the war, they selected the oldest officer
as judge in ad hoc courts to try violators of regulations.91 Prisoners at both
Mill and Forton organized not only to escape, but also to petition authorities
and to regulate behavior among themselves. Just as aboard the Jersey, there is
some indication that prisoner self government was not as egalitarian and in-
fused with democratic principles as has been suggested. 92 Although separated
in their sleeping arrangements after January 14, 1778, officers and seamen in
England interacted on a daily basis in the exercise yard. Officers therefore had
plenty of opportunity to continue to influence men they previously com-
manded.93 Officers acted as intermediaries when John Thornton, an agent for
the American Commissioners in France, visited the prisons, and they super-
vised the relief money raised by subscription from sympathizers in England. 94

A few months after the officers gained separate quarters, Thomas Wren de-
scribed his efforts to aid the prisoners in a letter to Franklin. Wren added that
he "communicated the intelligence of yours [concerning a potential exchange]
on the 21st to the officers at Forton, and they to the people, which gave the
whole body of them great pleasure and contentment."9" When the prisoners
in Forton in the fall of 1778 decided to write Franklin pleading for exchange,
they selected three officers as spokesmen. After the celebration of the victory
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at Yorktown almost turned into a riot, the American officers stepped in to
quiet their countrymen. 96 It appears that the prison walls did not wholly di-
minish the status of the quarterdeck.

The role of officers in drawing up the various petitions sent to British and
American officials is less clear. According to Timothy Connor in March 1778
the officers wrote a petition to the king for an exchange. 97 Many of the major
petitions listed no names and were signed generically with labels like "Petition
of upwards of two hundred American Prisoners at present confined at Mill
Prison."98 Common seamen demonstrated the capability of sending individual
petitions themselves even when they could not sign their names. Yet when a
series of names appeared on a petition, an officer's name might well come
first.99 The content of the petitions provides few clues into the sailor's mind
set. Ordinarily the petitions addressed specific conditions and perceived abuse.
The language stressed the humility of the petitioners and the power of the
petitioned, conforming to the legalistic standard of the day. In short, we can-
not tell whether the petitions came from organizations of common seamen or
organizations controlled by officers.' 00

We also cannot be sure of the impact of the officers on the writing of the
articles of regulation in the prisons. We do know that the articles were written
to limit drinking, brawling, and gambling that were common practices among
sailors that the officer corps opposed. Although seamen had a voice in the
regulations, the control of officers was not precluded. Aboard the Jersey offic-
ers were active in meting out punishments, while in Mill Prison one provi-
sion, that would be tough for many sailors to accept, outlawed "blackguarding"
(cursing) and forbade "any improper language to any officer or soldier," (no-
tice who is listed first) "who are now, or may hereafter, be appointed to preside
over us." Some men opposed these provisions, and created a great "uproar" by
refusing to be "conformable to the rules and articles." These malcontents tore
down the articles at night. The prisoners supporting the regulations corpo-
rally punished three of the most vehement opponents the next day. Men con-
tinued to sell their clothes to obtain money for drink, they continued to gamble,
and they continued to brawl. We cannot be sure if these regulations repre-
sented a democracy of the lower decks in action, or an attempted assertion of
power by officers and the more respectable of the common seamen.'01

If many sailors were not entirely driven by the spirit of 76 an ideology of
egalitarianism developed from below, ideas about liberty, patriotism and loy-
alty to the American cause were not entirely absent either, Some sailors seized
upon the symbols of the Revolution and made them, even if only temporarily,
their own in slogans, songs, and celebration. Cabin boy Christopher Hawkins
proudly sported pewter buttons on his jacket with "liberty and property" em-
blazoned upon them. On the night a crew of one hundred privateersmen were
first captured and crammed into a crowded cable tier of a British warship, the
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men taunted their enemies by singing patriotic songs with refrains like "For
America and all her sons forever will shine."' 02 On July 4, 1778, the walls of
Mill Prison pulsated with excited noise when the men formed thirteen divi-
sions, gave three cheers, and joined in a great huzzah at the end.'03 The sailors
hoisted the American flag upon their hats along with the words "Indepen-
dence" and 'Liberty or Death." They also celebrated American victories. After
the news of Cornwallis' surrender reached Mill Prison, not only did the pris-
oners wear American cockades but they taunted the guards to shoot.' 44 (French
and British prisoners also celebrated national holidays.) Amid all the hard-
ship, short rations, and daily grind, Charles Herbert was able to buy Thomas
Paine's American Crisis while in prison.'05 Andrew Sherburne described a mu-
tiny over short rations aboard a cartel ship as a "revolution" and called the
United States the "land of liberty."'06

III
The purpose of this essay has not been to minimize the significance of

Jack Tar to the American Revolution. Nor does it deny that the American
Revolution had some impact on the consciousness of common seamen. In-
stead, the essay has striven to provide a view of JackTar as a human being who
was pushed and pulled in many directions and who operated with values and
consciousness that was peculiarly his own.

In a revolution that was beginning to define a new nation and articulate a
new set of principles, the heterogenous mix of men who served aboard Ameri-
can ships reacted to the ideals of liberty in a variety of ways. The concept of
"liberty," while crucial to the rhetoric of the revolution and an important
signpost for American patriotism, ordinarily had a very specific meaning for
common seamen. On a day to day basis, which was the way many sailors
lived, these men cared little for abstraction. When Caleb Foote told a British
official in Quebec that he had no regard for his majesty or the locks on his
doors, he proclaimed that 'What I was after was my liberty." (Emphasis added.)
He wanted to end his imprisonment and was not referring to a larger sense of
American liberty."'07 Other sailors used the word 'liberty' in a similar fashion.
William Widger celebrated the news of Yorktown because it raised expecta-
tions among the prisoners that they would thereby "obtain our Liberties" and
leave Mill and Forton Prisons.'08 Young Joseph Adkins wrote Samuel Cutler
that he had "obtained his liberty" after his release from service aboard a British
man-of-war.' 09 In none of these references was there any suggestion of a larger
meaning to the word liberty. "Liberty" meant having individual freedom right
then and there.

For many tars, especially those who remained in the forecastle, life was a
continual round of abdicating liberty-usually aboard ship-and reckless be-
havior while ashore. Christopher Hawkins described how he spent prize money
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earned while serving in a British warship: "What I had I got, what I spent I
saved, and what I kept I lost.""0 Repeatedly sailors aboard a defeated or out-
manned ship about to surrender, broke into the ship's locker, and in a last
binge-one last fling at liberty-guzzled as much liquor as they could."' In
this sense even the "five pounders" escaped to gain their liberty, if only for a
few hours, and the prisoners who opposed the articles of regulation in Mill
Prison and who continued to drink, gamble, fight, and curse, were asserting
their liberty.

This mentality emphasizing immediate liberty without regard to the long-
term future or without regard to principle, helps to explain the complex reac-
tions of sailors concerning loyalty and patriotism. At times sailors overcame
their own concerns, at other times they did not. Many sailors remained trapped
and denied liberty whether confined by prison walls or by life aboard ship.
Caleb Foot, after serving on British warships and enduring over a year and a
half in Forton Prison, referred to his time spent in the South Carolina as the
"worst of hells."'' 2 Under these conditions distant commitments to nation
and family became ephemeral and the only attainable goal was some immedi-
ate liberty.

Perhaps the contradictions and inconsistencies of the common sailor might
best be seen in the experience of Joshua Davis. Excited about turning twenty-
one, the day he became "free," Davis lay chained by his feet to seven other
American sailors on the deck of a British holding vessel in Spithead before
being transferred to Mill Prison. With the aid of a sympathetic English sailor,
Davis obtained a bottle of gin. Naturally he passed it round to his compan-
ions. When the bottle was empty, Davis, "feeling pretty merry," sang a tune
that began

Vain Britain, boast no longer proud indignity-
By land your conq'ring legions, your matchless strength by sea;
Since we have your braver sons incens'd, our swords have girded on,
Huzza, huzza, huzza, huzza, for war and Washington.

Two months later Davis was no longer a prisoner and was serving in His
Majesty's navy.'13
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